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2023 New Expansion Developer’s Note 

Hello Flyffers! This is GM GYU and I’m here today to bring you news on the upcoming 

update! The long-awaited update is nearing completion. We wanted to bring you this new content 

faster, but we felt that we needed to make sure the quality and variety of content that you will be 

able to enjoy is top-notch and this took longer development time than expected, and we apologize 

for that. It has already been a long way into the New Year, but I wish that everybody has a Happy 

New Year! 

 

Weapon Piercing 

The update we want to introduce today is ‘Weapon Piercing’! Many of you were wondering 

when this will be added, and we are finally bringing it to Flyff Universe! 

With the upcoming update, we are also adding new cards for weapon piercing, much like 

the suit (armor) piercing cards that are already in the game. Weapon (and shield) piercing can be 

done up to 10 stages! (One-handed weapons and shields can be done up to 5 piercings and two-

handed weapons can be done up to 10 piercings). Weapon piercing can be done with the upgrade 

NPCs in town, and it is done in a similar fashion as suit piercing. 

Weapon piercing related cards can be obtained in the new dungeons that are also coming 

with the update and we will tell you about these dungeons in detail on a future developer’s note. 
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⚫ Players will be able to do Piercing/Safe Piercing by visiting the NPC ‘Boboko’. 

 

 

⚫ Next, use Power Dice and Scroll of GProtect (we always want to upgrade safe!) to 

do the piercing.  

 

One-handed weapons and shields can be pierced up to 5 times and two-handed weapons can be 

pierced up to 10 times. 
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What’s different from current suit piercing is that weapon piercing does not use 

percentage cards that exist currently, such as Lighting Card (7%), and will use element 

themed cards instead (Fire Card B or Water Card A for example). These cards go from D 

rank to A rank, A rank being the most powerful. The stats the cards will give you are as 

follows: 

⚫ You can obtain New Cards from the instanced dungeons. 

Card Stats are currently being tested and will be announced when the update 

is available. 

 

Piercing Removal Selection 

Have you ever run into a situation where you’ve already inserted a card into your gear and you 

have obtained a better card in a dungeon? The Piercing Removal card feature is just for that! Now 

the feature is revamped in a way that you can select which card you want to remove, rather than 

just removing the last card you have added to your gear. You just need to visit the NPC and use 

this feature. With a certain price (5M Penya) you can remove the card that you have pierced to your 

gear. However, once you remove the card, the card is gone forever so please be cautious before 

you proceed with the removal! 
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⚫ You can proceed with the removal at “Boboku”, next to “Boboko” where we did the 

piercing before. 

 

 

⚫ You can pay 5M Penya to remove the card 

 

This concludes the developer’s note on the new weapon piercing system. I will come back to you 

with another developer’s note for other updates soon. 

Thank you all for enjoying Flyff Universe and a late Happy New Year from me! 

 

Regards 

GM GYU 


